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Abstract

To reduce the computation time of Energy System Optimisation Models (ESOMs) and Generation Expansion Planning
Models (GEPMs), the operation of such systems is typically limited to several hours, days, or weeks in a year selected
using Time Series Aggregation (TSA) methods. We compare time series aggregation methods and generation expan-
sion planning models which aim to capture the value of long-term storage for the first time in the literature. TSAs
methods were compared by varying the number of representative periods and then running a full year generation ex-
pansion planning model on novel synthetic time series. GEPMs were run on selections and ordering of representative
periods in order to compare them. Our results suggest that approximating the full-year time series does not necessarily
translate to approximating the full-year generation expansion planning solution and that selecting hours or days is a
greater determinant of performance than the time series aggregation method itself. Two of the generation expansion
planning models considered, Enhanced Representative Days and Chronological Time Period Clustering, could cap-
ture the value of long-term storage, though over or underinvestment in long-term storage by more than a factor of 2
was also possible and the latter formulation exhibited a clear bias towards long-term storage. Based on these results
we formulate recommendations for modelers seeking to include long-term storage in generation expansion planning
models.
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1. Introduction

Bottom-up Energy System Optimisation Mod-
els (ESOMs), such as TIMES [1] and OSeMOSYS [2],
and Generation Expansion Planning Models (GEPMs),
such as ReEDS [3] and LIMES [4], are frequently used
to aid decision-makers in shaping the transition towards
a low carbon energy or power system [5]. This transition
will likely entail an increased penetration of Variable
Renewable Energy Sources (VRES) and energy storage,
such as pumped hydro or power to gas, into the power
system [6].
To reduce the computational burden of an ESOM1, intra-
annual temporal variability is often represented in an ag-
gregate form. Given that speed-ups of several orders of
magnitude are possible, it is clear why there is an abun-
dance of literature on the subject of choosing the hours,
days, or weeks of a year to be fed as input to such models,
as illustrated by a recent review on the subject which in-
cludes 130 different publications [7]. A difficulty that oc-
curs when selecting such representative periods is model-
ing the inter-period arbitrage typically performed by mid
to long-term energy storage technologies such as pumped
hydro and power to gas. Ignoring such arbitrage can lead
to a difference of more than an order of magnitude com-
pared to when it is considered [8]. This motivates research
on combinations of Time Series Aggregation (TSA) meth-
ods and GEPM formulations that can capture the value of
such arbitrage.
Some of the literature on TSAs presents novel aggrega-
tion methods, such as optimisation based procedures as
was done in [9] in which representative days were selected
based on approximating duration curves. More often clus-
tering algorithms are used, as in [10] who compared the
performance of different clustering algorithms. Some pa-
pers present heuristic additions to said algorithms, such as
including “extreme” periods in the case of [11], or scal-
ing the aggregated time series to preserve the correct an-
nual average in the case of [12]. Attempts have also been
made to rigorously compare these TSA methods see, e.g.,
[10], [13] and [14]. It is nonetheless difficult to formu-
late consistent takeaways regarding TSA methods, other

1For brevity, the term ESOMs is used here to denote both ESOMs
and GEPMs unless noted otherwise.

than to avoid averaging (or “temporal smoothing”) and
that it is difficult (if not impossible) to determine a TSA
technique’s performance without testing it on an ESOM2.
This last fact makes a priori selection of representative
periods particularly difficult.

Other publications have focused on the effect of temporal
aggregation in ESOMs, where it has been noted that the
temporal scope is more important than the operational de-
tail of a model [17, 18]. [19] highlighted the sensitivity of
a GEPM’s solution to the number of clustered hours since
the solution is heavily influenced by a handful of scarcity
(or peak pricing) hours. The author concludes by noting
that for models which include VRES, care should be taken
when not using a full year of data. [20] reacheed a similar
conclusion but for inter-annual variability, remarking that
the performance of a TSA depended on the year it was
applied to.

Recent work by [21] attempts to overcome these issue
issues by determining which hours most affect a GEPM
solution and selecting these as input to a GEPM3. This
method led to more accurate results while including fewer
time steps, capturing the variability of 36 years of weather
data in 8760 hours.

A drawback common to the methods cited above is the
previously mentioned difficulty of including storage tech-
nologies that arbitrage over time frames longer than the
length of a representative period. They could therefore
gloss over the value of longer-term storage technologies
such as pumped hydro and power to gas, of which the
latter is particularly valuable at high (≥ 80%) VRES pen-
etrations [24].

To overcome this, novel methods that allow for long-term
storage in ESOMs with a reduced temporal scope have
recently been proposed by [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. These
methods make use of representative periods being ordered
throughout the year in order to model inter-period arbi-
trage. While all of the GEPM formulations cited above
have been compared to a full-year model and or a GEPM
in which inter-period arbitrage is not allowed, only [30]
has compared two of these formulations, Enhanced Rep-

2Theoretical bounds on the value of the objective function can how-
ever be derived [15, 16].

3Similar methods have also been developed by [22] and [23].
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Variables and parameters are denoted by
lower and uppercase letters respectively, with
the variables of Time Series Aggregation
methods becoming parameters in Generation
Expansion Planning Models.

Nomenclature

Sets

a ∈ A Set of Time Series Aggregation
methods

b ∈ B Set of bins used to discretise dura-
tion curves

c ∈ C Set of clusters

g ∈ G Set of generation technologies

h ∈ H Set of storage technologies

m ∈ M Set of Generation Expansion Plan-
ning Models

i ∈ P Set of all periods in a year

j ∈ R Set of representative periods in a
year

s ∈ S Set of time series

t ∈ T Set of time steps in a period

y ∈ Y Set of test systems

Variables

ui Binary variable denoting selection
of period i as representative

wi Weight ascribed to a period i

vi j Ordering variable denoting selec-
tion of period j to represent period
i

ch jt Charging of storage

dh jt Discharging of storage

ehit State of charge of storage

e0
hi State of charge of storage at the

start of a representative period

ech Energy capacity of storage

kg Generator capacity

qg jt Generator power output

ls jt Load shedding

Parameters

Xsit Normalised value of time series [-]

X̃a
sit Normalised value of synthetic

time series [-]

Ntotal Total number of periods in the year

Ntotal Number of representative periods
to be selected

PEh Power to energy ratio of storage
[1/h]

AFg jt Availability factor of generator [-]

ηh Round trip efficiency of storage [-]

τ j,t Length of time step [h]

D jt Electric power demand [MW]

φ Renewable penetration target [-]

Cshed Value of lost load [AC /MWh]

resentative Days and Chronological Time Period Cluster-
ing, and then only in an operational setting. It may also
be difficult to generalize any conclusions as these may be
test system specific as noted by [20] and [13].
Given the above, the contributions of this paper are thus
threefold:

1. We compare for the first time existing TSA methods
and GEPM formulations which allow for long-term
storage in an investment setting. We do so on 16
different test systems in order to draw robust con-
clusions since the results could otherwise be heavily
influenced by input data [20].

2. We introduce the novel concept of synthetic time se-
ries to distinguish between errors that arise from a
TSA method and those from the GEPM formulation
since the constraints introduced to allow inter-period
arbitrage lead to a distinction between the two. This
distinction, a first in the literature, produced new in-
sights, for example, that it is the GEPM formula-
tion and not the TSA in the Enhanced Representative

Days model which drives investment in long-term
storage.

3. We use the obtained results to formulate recommen-
dations for modelers wishing to include long-term
storage in an ESOM or GEPM. This is valuable
information for modelers tasked with envisioning
pathways to a highly decarbonised society, in which
long-term storage technologies may be crucial [31].

In addition to the above, a novel optimisation based TSA,
Optimal Representative Days Orderer, is employed for the
first time in the literature.

This paper thus serves as an initial benchmark of the
aforementioned novel TSAs and GEPMs combinations.
We do this in an attempt to rank the performance of sev-
eral TSA methods that allow for long-term storage and
compare different GEPM formulations that also allow for
long-term storage. In both cases, we additionally investi-
gate the presence of technology biases due to the TSA or
GEPM formulation.
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Acronyms

ESOM Energy System Optimisation Model

GEPM Generation Expansion Planning Model

VRES Variable Renewable Energy Sources

ERD Enhanced Representative Days

ERH Enhanced Representative Hours

URD Unlinked Representative Days

LRD Linked Representative Days

FY Full Year

CTPC Chronological Time Period Clustering

HC Hierarchical Clustering

ORDF Optimal Representative Days Finder

ORDO Optimal Representative Days Orderer

RR Optimal Representative Days Re Orderer

TSA Time Series Aggregation

Regarding the comparison of TSA methods, we found that
approximating the full-year time series does not necessar-
ily lead to a better approximation of the full-year GEPM
solution. This is not yet common knowledge in the liter-
ature, as evidenced by the detailed statistical analysis of
TSA results in [9] for example. We found minimal dif-
ferences between the TSA methods compared using syn-
thetic time series, save that selecting and ordering hours
instead of days led to more accurate GEPM solutions.
This is in contrast to the results of [14], highlighting the
utility of differentiating between TSA and GEPM errors.
Since the performance of a TSA method varies depend-
ing on the test system, we conclude that ranking particular
methods should be treated with caution.

Regarding the comparison of GEPMs, two formulations,
Enhanced Representative Days and Chronological Time
Period Clustering, were able to well approximate the full-
year solution in our analysis, but only for a high number
of representative periods (128 days). This true on aver-
age, though for specific test systems the installed capacity
of short or long-term storage could differ by a factor of
2 with respect to the full-year solution. A lower number
(32 days) led to significant biases in storage capacity, such
as little to no investment in short-term storage in the case
of Chronological Time Period Clustering or overinvest-
ment in short and long-term storage for Enhanced Rep-
resentative Days. Other formulations, such as Unlinked
Representative Days or Linked Representative Days, did
not capture the value of long-term storage or were ac-
tually slower to run than the full-year model in the case
of Enhanced Representative Hours. This last GEPM was

thus unable to leverage the better performance of its cor-
responding TSA formulation, which selected and ordered
hours instead of days.

Due to the simplicity of the GEPM used, these results may
not be directly translatable to quantitative energy transi-
tion studies using ESOMs. However, they do indicate
that caution should be taken when reducing the tempo-
ral detail in such models. This is not immediately ap-
parent in the current literature, where temporal aggrega-
tion is typically presented as a simple way of achieving
computational speed-ups. Given this we formulate rec-
ommendations to modelers and suggest avenues of future
research, stressing that incremental improvements to ex-
isting TSA methods or GEPM formulations are unlikely
to prove fruitful.

To ensure replicability and transparency of the results,
all the Julia code used to produce these is freely avail-
able under a permissive MIT license at https://gitlab.
kuleuven.be/u0128861/rep-days-4-storage. The TSA
methods and GEPM formulations available as individ-
ual Julia packages at https://gitlab.kuleuven.be/UCM/
representativeperiodsfinder.jl and https://gitlab

.kuleuven.be/u0128861/GEPPR.jl respectively. The
TSA package SpinePeriods.jl was also developed as part
of this paper, in addition to modifications to SpineOpt.jl
which implements the Enhanced Representative Hours
method. Both can be found at https://github.com/

Spine-project.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Sections
2 and 3 present the TSAs and GEPMs compared in this
paper. Section 4 elaborates on how these are compared,
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Time series
aggregation

Full year generation ex-
pansion planning

Capacity mix error

L1 error

Full year generation ex-
pansion planning

Reduced generation ex-
pansion planning

Capacity mix error

L1 error

Time series error

Full year time
series

Synthetic time
series

Selection and ordering of
representative periods

Section 6.1

Section 6.2

Figure 1: Flowchart of the investigation procedure carried out in this paper. The rectangles indicate time series aggregation methods (see Section
2 and Table 1) and generation expansion planning models (see Section 3 and Table 2) while trapezia the performance metrics used to compare
them (see Section 4.3). Curly braces on the right hand side indicate in which section these results are investigated. For a textual explanation of the
investigation procedure please refer to Section 4.1.

while Section 5 describes the test systems and data used.
Section 6 presents the results of the comparison of the
TSA methods and GEPM formulations. Section 7 dis-
cusses limitations of the study and recommendations to
modelers, along with suggestions for future research. Sec-
tion 8 concludes.

A flowchart illustrating the investigation procedure can be
found in Figure 1.

2. Time Series Aggregation Methods

The purpose of Time Series Aggregation is to select a sub-
set of representative periods R ⊂ P in a time series with
corresponding weights W j, in the hope that running an
ESOM on this subset will approximate the solution had
the full set of periods P been used. In this paper, the full
set P is comprised of the |P| = 365 days or |P| = 8760
hours in a given year4. Each period i contains one or more

4Recent literature has highlighted the importance of including mul-
tiple years worth of data in the set P for energy transition studies, see,

P

1 |T |

T

Figure 2: Temporal representation employed in this paper. Top row is a
fictitious year containing |P| = 6 periods, each containing |T | time steps.

chronologically continuous time steps t, here of hourly
length, as illustrated in Figure 2. When reporting results
we convert the total number of hours into a number of
days i.e. 768 hours is reported as 32 days regardless of
the number of time steps per period.

The algorithms and criteria for selecting the setR are what

e.g., [20, 32, 21]. Though an important observation, this is beyond the
scope of this paper.
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Name Algorithm Criteria Reference
Selects Orders Can select Time Duration

periods? periods? hours? series? curve?

Optimal Representative Days Finder ORDF Optimisation X × X × X [9]
Optimal Representative Days Orderer ORDO Optimisation X X × X × This paper
Optimal Representative Days Re Orderer RR Optimisation × X × X × [29]
Hierarchical Clustering HC Clustering X X X X × [26]
Chronological Time Period Clustering CTPC Clustering X X X X × [28]

Table 1: Summary of TSA methods compared in this paper. Criteria indicates what is approximated in order to select and order days, the original
time series or its duration curve. References indicates papers where (versions) of this method have been presented, though the list is not exhaustive.

differentiate between TSA methods, and the many possi-
bilities have led to the abundance of literature on the mat-
ter [7]. In this paper we restrict ourselves to two types
of algorithms, optimisation and clustering, and two crite-
ria, approximating the full-year time series’ values, or the
distribution of these values, i.e. the time series’ duration
curves. Common to all methods are the input time series
of electric load and VRES availability factors, which are
normalised to lie between -1 and 1 as is common practice
in the literature [33].

What sets these TSA methods apart is that all (save
ORDF) produce an ordering of representative periods as
well as selecting them, as illustrated by Figure 3. This
ordering can be thought of as a mapping of the represen-
tative periods to all periods (representative or not) in the
year, and it is used in the novel GEPM formulations pre-
sented in Section 3.

The TSA methods used in this paper are described in the
following Sections 2.1 and 2.2, and are summarised in Ta-
ble 1. They were selected on the basis that they represent
a variety of selection algorithms and criteria and they pro-
vide an ordering of periods in the year. Figures 3 and 4
illustrate the selection and ordering of representative days
and hours by said TSA methods.

2.1. Optimisation based methods

Three different optimisation based methods are used
in this paper, namely the Optimal Representative Days
Finder (ORDF), the Optimal Representative Days Orderer
(ORDO) and the Optimal Representative Days Re Orderer
(RR). By their nature, optimisation methods should per-
form at least as well at approximating the original time
series when compared to clustering algorithms, though in
this paper their high computational cost restricted them

×2 ×1 ×3

RR
Post-
processing

Ordering
ORDO,
HC

Selection ORDF

Figure 3: Illustration of selection and ordering of representative days
for a fictitious year of 6 days, of which 3 are chosen to be representa-
tive. The optional post processing step RR is also shown. The last two
rows depict synthetic time series which can be obtained from ordering
representative periods (see Section 4.2).

to ordering days or weeks but not hours. Computational
limitations also led to a two-step procedure (selection fol-
lowed by ordering) being used in the case of ORDF-RR,
as illustrated in Figure 3.

The investigated optimisation models all share the same
underlying Mixed Integer Linear Programming structure
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shown below.

min
ui,wi,vi j

∑

s∈S
Ws · (Werr · tserr

s + (1 −Werr) · dcerr
s ) (1)

∑

i∈P
ui ≤ Nrep (2)

∑

j∈P
wi = Ntotal (3)

∑

j∈P
vi j = 1 i ∈ P (4)

∑

i∈P
vi j = wi j ∈ P (5)

vi j ≤ ui i ∈ P, j ∈ P (6)
wi ≤ ui · Ntotal i ∈ P (7)
ui ∈ {0, 1}, wi ∈ R+

0 , vi j ∈ [0, 1] (8)

This optimisation problem has the two objectives of min-
imising the squared difference between a) the full-year
and aggregated time series’ values, tserr

s , and b) the full-
year and aggregated duration curves, dcerr

s . These will
be defined later when discussing the differences between
ORDF, ORDO, and RR. The time series can be weighted
by setting different values of Ws.

The variables in this problem are the binary selection of
representative periods ui, their real valued weights wi and
their mapping to non-representative periods in the year
vi j, a number between 0 and 1. The first Constraint (2)
ensures that at least Nrep periods are selected as represen-
tative, while Constraint (3) ensures that the sum of the
weights adds up to the total number of periods in the year
Ntotal. Constraint (4) ensures that each period in the year is
represented by another period, while Constraint (5) states
that the number of non-representative periods mapped to
a representative period is equal to that representative pe-
riod’s weight w. Constraints (6) and (7) ensure that a pe-
riod can only represent other periods or have a non zero
weight if said period has been selected as representative.

2.1.1. Optimal Representative Days Finder (ORDF)

In the case of ORDF, only the duration curve error is min-
imised (Werr = 0). This is done by discretising the origi-
nal load duration curve into a set of bins B and taking the
squared difference between it and the aggregate duration

curve for each bin:

dcerr
s =

1
|B|

∑

b∈B
(dcagg

sb − dcsb)2 (9)

The aggregate duration curve dcagg
sb can be constructed

from the representative period weights wi as described in
the original paper by [9].
This approach captures the distribution, i.e. the duration
curve, of the time series, of which the correlation between
these is only partially maintained due to days being se-
lected5. When solving the ORDF problem, an optimality
gap of less than 1% was never reached within 20 min-
utes using the Gurobi solver [34], compared to the several
seconds required to solve the ORDO and RR models on a
single core of an Intel Xeon Gold 6140 CPU at 2.30GHz.
Since the duration curves hold no chronological informa-
tion, it is not possible to obtain an ordering variable vi j

from this problem. To obtain a value for vi j a second op-
timisation problem is solved, RR.

2.1.2. Optimal Representative Days Re Orderer (RR)

The RR problem is inspired by [29], in which the selection
variable ui has been fixed leaving only the weights wi and
ordering vi j to be found. This means that the set of repre-
sentative periods, R, is also defined. It has two weighted
objective terms, since along with dcerr

s given in Eq. 9 tserr
s

is defined as follows:

tserr
s =

∑

i∈P

∑

j∈R
vi j · (Xs jt − Xsit)2 (10)

Where Xsit is the normalised time series.
In the paper by [29], the ordering in RR assigns a one-to-
one mapping of non-representative periods to their rep-
resentative counterparts. We relax this such that a non-
representative day can be represented by a linear combi-
nation of representative days6, allowing for a better ap-
proximation of the original time series.

5In the original paper [9] a method for capturing the correlation be-
tween time series is also presented, though this was not implemented
here.

6It is possible to do so because the energy balances are linear equa-
tions, and linear superposition means that any convex combination of
the energy balances will also hold.
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RR would ideally be solved without fixing ui since any
two-step optimisation is inherently sub-optimal. How-
ever, computational tractability issues meant that it could
only be solved with ui fixed however, after which it could
be solved within several seconds.

2.1.3. Optimal Representative Days Orderer (ORDO)

For the ORDO formulation, only the time series error is
minimised (Werr = 1) which is defined as follows:

tserr
s =

1
2 · |P| · |T |

∑

i∈P, j∈P
vi j ·

∑

t∈T
(Xsit − Xs jt)2 (11)

For the above error to correct, vi j must be binary i.e. the
following constraint is added:

vi j ∈ {0, 1} (12)

Inspired by the facility location problem [35], ORDO is
not an entirely novel TSA method. As noted by [33], it
is hierarchical clustering formulated as an optimisation
problem. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this problem has not been solved in the literature despite
it taking less than 10 seconds to solve using the Gurobi
solver [34].

Unlike ORDF, ORDO has the advantage of providing an
ordering variable vi j. By minimising the time series error
tserr

s it implicitly captures the correlation between time se-
ries. The disadvantages compared to the two-step method
of ORDF-RR is that it may be worse at reproducing the
original duration curves7, and, since the ordering variable
vi j must be binary, it may also be worse at reproducing
the original time series. In the results, the combination of
ORDO with RR was compared with just ORDO to inves-
tigate this last point.

2.2. Clustering based methods

As noted by [33], clustering-based TSA methods can be
seen as heuristics for solving optimisation based prob-
lems. They should therefore perform worse at the task of
approximating the original time series, though their low

7The importance of doing so was the motivation for developping
ORDF in [9].

computational cost allows them to select and order hours
as well as days or weeks.
Both clustering methods considered here, Hierarchical
Clustering (HC) and Chronological Time Period Cluster-
ing (CTPC), are based on Ward’s method for agglomera-
tive hierarchical clustering [36], whose algorithm is pre-
sented below:

1. Set the number of clusters n to the total number of
periods in the year Ntotal.

2. Determine the centroid x̄cst of each cluster c:

x̄cst =
1

|Pc| · |T |
∑

i∈Pc

Xsit (13)

Where Pc is the set of periods in cluster c.
3. Compute the dissimilarity Mc1c2 between each pair

of clusters c1, c2 following Ward’s method:

Mc1c2 =
2 · |Pc1 | · |Pc2 | · |T |
|Pc1 | + |Pc1 |

∑

s∈S,t∈T
Ws · (x̄c1 st − x̄c2 st)2

(14)
4. Merge the two closest clusters according to the dis-

similarity matrix.
5. Update the number of clusters n = n − 1.
6. If n = Nrep then go to step 7. Else go to step 2.
7. Translate the results into the values for the variables

ui, wi and vi j:
(a) Set ui to be one for the medioid of each clus-

ter, zero otherwise - these are the selected rep-
resentative periods. The medioid is defined as
the period with the minimum dissimilarity to
the rest of periods in each cluster.

(b) Set the weight of a representative period wi

equal to the number of periods in its cluster.
(c) Populate vi j as so: for each cluster c, identify

the period j of vi j corresponding to the cluster’s
medioid, then set vi j = 1 ∀i ∈ Pc.

2.2.1. Hierarchical Clustering (HC)

The Hierarchical Clustering (HC) algorithm (defined in
the previous section) is particularly popular in the litera-
ture, see, e.g., [28, 26, 27, 13]. In the context of long-term
storage and ESOMs, it has the advantage over other clus-
tering methods (such as k means) of providing an order-
ing of representative periods throughout the year. Note
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(a) Hierarchical clustering for |T | = 1, in which non-representative hours can be
mapped to any representative hour in the year.

X
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(b) Chronological time period clustering for |T | = 1, in which non-representative
hours can only be mapped to adjacent representative hours.

Figure 4: Illustration of ordering hours in the year for a fictitious year containing 30 hours. Top row: original time series, bottom row: synthetic time
series (see Section 4.2). Note that ordering hours (as opposed to days) in the year is possible with clustering but not optimisation based methods
due to computational limitations.

that in this paper HCD and HCH differentiate between
HC applied to days of 24 hours (Figure 3) or single hours
respectively (Figure 4a). As with the optimisation based
methods, the post-processing RR optimisation can be ap-
plied if days are selected and this combination is denoted
as HCD-RR in the results.

2.2.2. Chronological Time Period Clustering (CTPC)

Chronological Time Period Clustering (CTPC) is the
same as HCH save that only adjacent periods can be clus-
tered together. CTPC can be seen as a sophisticated tem-
poral resolution reduction method, where instead of merg-
ing a fixed number of time steps, the length of the time
steps is variable. This is illustrated in Figure 4b, in which
it is clear that this method could smooth out short-term
dynamics.
Similarly to temporal resolution reduction, continuity
throughout the year is preserved and because of this it
is the only method where there is no distinction between
TSA and GEPM errors.

3. Generation Expansion Planning Models

Generation Expansion Planning Models are generally for-
mulated as optimisation problems which determine the in-
vestments required to satisfy electrical loads at minimum
cost, typically subject to a carbon emissions budget or
VRES penetration target [38]. They are a subset of Energy
System Optimisation Models, and due to their reduced

scope (in comparison to ESOMs) they are more likely to
include greater detail such as, e.g., unit commitment con-
straints of generators [17] or full-year time series [31].
While here we investigate long-term storage in GEPMs
with reduced temporal scope, the findings are therefore
more relevant for ESOMs that cover a large geographical
and sectoral scope and several decades planning horizon
(see, e.g., [39]), since reducing the temporal scope is es-
sential to keep computation times of such models reason-
able. For this reason, we formulate the GEPM as a linear
optimisation problem, as is typical of large scale ESOMs.

Of the GEPM formulations compared in this paper, one
does not allow any arbitrage between periods (URD, Sec-
tion 3.3), one does so but in a crude fashion (LRD, Section
3.4), while the rest represent the state of charge of storage
over the entire year in some form (ERH, ERD, CTPC-
GEP, Sections 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 respectively). All of these
models share the same base structure outlined in Section
3.1 and a summary of these models is presented in Table
2.

Naturally, these GEPMs formulations employ the outputs
of the TSA methods, namely R = {i ∈ P | ui = 1}, W j and
Vi j, which are capitalised here to indicate that they are pa-
rameters in the GEPMs. Not all TSA methods are compat-
ible with all GEPMs, hence Table 2 outlines which com-
binations are possible. Only one combination per GEPM
was used for the results presented in Section 6.2, and these
are highlighted in bold in Table 2.
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Allows Uses
Name intra-period ordering Compatibility Reference

arbitrage? parameter? with TSA

Unlinked Representative Days URD × × ORDF (-RR), ORDO(-RR), [37]
HCD (-RR)

Linked Representative Days LRD X × ORDF (-RR), ORDO(-RR), [8]
HCD (-RR)

[26]
Enhanced Representative Days ERD X X ORDF (-RR), ORDO(-RR), [27]

HCD (-RR) [29]
Enhanced Representative Hours ERH X X ORDO, HCD, HCH [25]
Chronological Time Period Clustering CTPC-GEP X X CTPC [28]

Table 2: Summary of the reduced GEPM formulations compared in this paper. References indicates articles where a method has appeared before,
though the list is not exhaustive. TSA methods shown in bold if they were used in conjuction with the GEPM in Section 6.2.

3.1. Base model

All GEPMs formulations share the following objective
function which minimises the sum of annualised fixed (in-
vestment) costs, C f ix

g · kg and C f ix
h · ech, variable (opera-

tional) costs, Cvar
g · qg jt and Cvar

h · (ch jt + dh jt), and load
shedding, C shed · ls jt. Operational costs and load shed-
ding are weighted both by the TSA weights W j and by the
length of a time step τ j,t.

∑

g∈G
C f ix

g · kg +
∑

h∈H
C f ix

h · ech

+
∑

j∈R
W j · τ j,t

∑

t∈T

(∑

g∈G
Cvar

g · qg jt (15)

+
∑

h∈H
Cvar

h · (ch jt + dh jt) + C shed · ls jt

)

A power balance ensures that demand D jt plus storage
charging ch jt is balanced by the sum of generation qg jt,
storage discharging dh jt and load shedding ls jt:
∑

g∈G
qg jt +

∑

h∈H
(dh jt−ch jt) = D jt− ls jt j ∈ R, t ∈ T (16)

A VRES penetration target ensures that VRES technolo-
gies g ∈ GR generate at least φ of the total demand:

∑

g∈GR, j∈R,t∈T
W j · τ j,t · qg jt ≥ φ ·

∑

j∈R,t∈T
D jt (17)

The generation, charging and discharging variables are
limited by the installed capacities of generation and stor-
age technologies kg and ech multiplied by the availability

factors AFg jt and the fixed power to energy ratio PEh re-
spectively:

0 ≤ qg jt ≤ AFg jt · kg g ∈ G, j ∈ R, t ∈ T (18)
0 ≤ ch jt ≤ PEh · ech h ∈ H , j ∈ R, t ∈ T (19)
0 ≤ dh jt ≤ PEh · ech h ∈ H , j ∈ R, t ∈ T (20)

The GEPMs all share the same representation of intra-
period storage, which must satisfy its own energy balance
within a representative period:

eh jt = e0
h j + τ j,t · ∆eh jt h ∈ H , j ∈ R, t = T1 (21)

eh jt = eh jt−1 + τ j,t · ∆eh jt h ∈ H , j ∈ R, (22)
t ∈ T2:end

Where ∆eh jt is defined as follows with ηh the roundtrip
efficiency of storage:

∆eh jt = (
√
ηh · ch jt − dh jt/

√
ηh)

Finally the state of charge of storage is constrained to
never exceed the energy capacity of the storage technol-
ogy:

0 ≤ e0
h j ≤ ech h ∈ H , j ∈ R (23)

0 ≤ eh jt ≤ ech h ∈ H , j ∈ R, t ∈ T (24)

3.2. Full Year (FY-GEP)

This GEPM is used as the reference case to which the
reduced GEPMs are compared. The formulation employs
a continous hourly time series of length |T | = 8760 hours,
implying that |R| = 1 and W j = 1 ∀ j ∈ R. In addition a
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cyclic constraint is defined for all storage technologies to
ensure that there is no “free” energy:

eh jtend ≥ e0
h j h ∈ H , j ∈ R (25)

The optimisation problem is therefore written as:

min (15)
s.t.
(16) − (25)

3.3. Unlinked Representative Days (URD)

Unlinked Representative Days (URD) does not allow
inter-period arbitrage, and hence storage can only arbi-
trage over the length of a period, in this case a day, as
illustrated in Figure 5. This model has commonly been
used to benchmark other storage formulations in the past,
see for example [26]. It is the same as the FY-GEP model
except that representative periods are used instead of the
full-year time series, i.e. |R| > 1 and W j ≥ 1 ∀ j ∈ R. It is
written as:

min (15)
s.t.
(16) − (25)

t

e h
jt

Figure 5: Illustration of storage operation in URD for 3 representative
periods. No arbitrage is possible between representative periods and the
state of charge at the end of a period is constrained to be greater than or
equal to that at the beginning of the period.

3.4. Linked Representative Days (LRD)

The Linked Representative Days formulation allows inter-
period storage by simply linking the state of charge from
one period to the next as illustrated in Figure 6.
The initial state of charge e0

h j for inter-period storage h ∈
H is therefore defined as follows:

e0
h j = eh j−1tend h ∈ H , j ∈ R2:end (26)

t

e h
jt

Figure 6: Illustration of storage operation in LRD for 3 representative
periods. Inter-period arbitrage is possible since the state of charge at the
end of one period is equal to the state of charge at the beginning of the
next.

The cyclic condition is defined as:
∑

j∈R,t∈T
∆eh jt ·W j · τ j,t ≥ 0 h ∈ H (27)

The model is written as:

min (15)
s.t.
(16) − (24), (26) − (27)

3.5. Enhanced Representative Hours (ERH)

First proposed by [25], the Enhanced Representative
Hours (ERH) GEPM has since been picked up and modi-
fied by [26, 27, 29]. In this formulation, the charging and
discharging decisions of non-representative days are kept
the same as those of their representative counterparts8.
This is illustrated in Figure 7.

∆
e h

jt

e h
it

Figure 7: Illustration of storage representation used in ERH. Here 6 rep-
resentative periods are shown for a year containing 30 periods in total,
with colors mapped to representative periods. Inter-period arbitrage is
possible since the state of charge is defined for the entire year. Top row:
change in the state of charge over a representative period. Bottom row:
the resulting evolution of the state of charge.

8This was the motivation for ordering representative periods since
this provides a mapping from non-representative periods to their repre-
sentative counterparts.
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This formulation uses a mapping of non-representative
variables to representative ones, denoted by V(i) −→ j.
This requires that Vi j contains only ones and zeros and
each

∑
j∈R Vi j = 19.

For inter-period storage, the state of charge dynamics are
extended to cover the entire year using the previously
mentioned mapping:

ehit1 = e0
hi + τ j,t · ∆ehV(i)t h ∈ HL, i ∈ P \ R (28)

ehit = ehit−1 + τ j,t · ∆ehV(i)t h ∈ HL, i ∈ P \ R, (29)
t ∈ T2:end

e0
hi = ehi−1tend h ∈ HL, i ∈ P2:end (30)

The state of charge must be within bounds at all times10:

0 ≤ ehit ≤ ech h ∈ HL, i ∈ P, t ∈ T (31)

A cyclic constraint is then imposed over the entire year:

ehiend ,tend ≥ e0
hi1 h ∈ HL (32)

The model is written as:

min (15)
s.t.
(16) − (24), (28) − (32)

3.6. Enhanced Representative Days (ERD)

Recall that in ERH the state of charge is defined for every
hour or time step in the year. In contrast, Enhanced Repre-
sentative Days (ERD) reduces the number of variables and
constraints such that the problem scales with the number
of days in the year, i.e. the state of charge is checked for
each day and not each time step of the year. The advan-
tage of this is that the linear combination of representative
days produced by the RR TSA can be used, which proved
intractable in the case of ERH. A possible disadvantage is
that when used in conjunction with TSA methods which

9A theoretically equivalent alternative to this mapping would be to
take the dot product with the ordering parameter Vi j.

10[40] proposed a variant on this in which the state of charge is only
checked at certain intervals. In a later publication however, the authors
write that this method leads to unrealistic short-term storage operation
compare to the Enhanced Representative Days (ERD) formulation [27].

order hours in the year the problem size increases in com-
parison to the full-year model. The functioning of ERD
is illustrated in Figure 8 (see [29] for additional illustra-
tions.).

e h
jt
−e

0 h
j

e h
it

Figure 8: Storage representation in ERD for a fictitious year of 6 periods
of which 3 are representative. Top row: evolution in the state of charge
over a representative day relative to the state of charge at the beginning
of that day. Bottom row: evolution in the state of charge over full-year*.
In the depiction above some non-representative days are linear combi-
nations of representative days, hence the evolution in the state of charge
is also a linear combination of these.
* ehit is not in fact a variable in ERD, but it can be computed ex post as ehit = e0

hi0
+

∑
i∈P, j∈R,t∈T , Vi j ·∆eh jt

The energy change over a representative period is written
as:

∆eh j =
∑

t∈T
∆eh jt h ∈ HL, j ∈ R (33)

The base state of charge e0
hi for each period in the year can

then be defined:

e0
hi = e0

hi−1 +
∑

j∈R
Vi j · ∆eh j h ∈ HL, i ∈ P2:end (34)

The maximum positive and negative deviations from the
base state of charge, ∆emax

hi and ∆emin
hi respectively, are de-

fined for representative periods:

0 ≤ ∆emax
h j ≥ eh jt − e0

h j h ∈ HL, j ∈ R, t ∈ T (35)

0 ≤ ∆emin
h j ≥ e0

h j − eh jt h ∈ HL, j ∈ R, t ∈ T (36)

This allows definition of the maximum positive and nega-
tive deviations for non-representative periods:

∆emax
hi =

∑

j∈R
Vi j · ∆emax

h j h ∈ HL, i ∈ P \ R (37)

∆emin
hi =

∑

j∈R
Vi j · ∆emin

h j h ∈ HL, i ∈ P \ R (38)
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With this the state of charge limits can be imposed for all
periods:

e0
hi + ∆emax

hi ≤ ech h ∈ HL, i ∈ P (39)

e0
hi − ∆emin

hi ≥ 0 h ∈ HL, i ∈ P (40)

A cyclic constraint is imposed.

e0
hi0 ≥ e0

hiend

∑

j∈R,t∈T
Vi j · ∆eh jt (41)

The model is written as:

min (15)
s.t.
(16) − (24), (33) − (41)

3.7. Chronological Time Period Clustering (CTPC-GEP)

CTPC-GEP is the GEPM compatible with the CTPC
TSA. It can be formulated as a special case of the FY-
GEP model in which |R| = 1 and the value of τ j,t in the
GEPM is equal to the weight of the representative period
wi as obtained by the TSA method (the weight W j in the
GEPM is set to 1). This illustrates how CTPC can be seen
as a sophisticated temporal resolution reduction method.

4. Performance evaluation

4.1. Investigation procedure

A contribution of this paper is to distinguish between er-
rors due to the TSA method and the GEPM formulation.
For models which do not consider any inter-temporal con-
straints, there is no distinction to be made, but this is not
the case here since storage technologies have a state of
charge which evolves over the entire optimisation hori-
zon. To distinguish between these errors, full-year mod-
els (Section 3.2) are run on synthetic time series obtained
from the TSA methods. These results can then be com-
pared with the results from running the GEPM models
with a reduced temporal representation.
In summary, the investigate procedure followed in this pa-
per is as follows:

1. Select and order representative periods (days or
hours) using the TSA methods described in Section
2.

2. Construct synthetic time series from the ordered pe-
riods and run a full-year GEPM on them. Comparing
these results with the results obtained from a full-
year GEPM run on the original time series yields the
error introduced purely from the TSA methods.

3. Run the reduced GEPM models described in Sec-
tion 3. Comparing these results with the results ob-
tained from a full-year GEPM run on the original
time series yields the total error arising from the TSA
method and the GEPM model.

4.2. Creating synthetic time series

To obtain a synthetic time series, we take the product of
an ordering Vi j obtained from an aggregation method a,
Va

i j, and the original time series:

X̃a
sit =

∑

j∈R
Va

i j · Xs jt (42)

For an illustration of the output of this process see Figure
3 rows 3 and 4 as well as Figures 4a and 4b.

4.3. Performance metrics

Since Section 6 presents results for different test systems,
the metrics here have superscripts y to indicate that these
are calculated per test system.
To compare time series aggregation methods, we use the
mean time series error MTS E of a TSA method a and test
system y:

MTS Ea,y =
∑

s∈S,i∈P,t∈T

Ws

|T | · |P| · (X̃
a
sit − Xsit) (43)

Very different power systems can have very similar total
costs, hence we introduce the normalised distance error
L1 (adapted from [19]) as a more informative alternative
to the total cost error. If the objective function of an opti-
misation problem m is given by a·zm where a and z are the
cost and decision variable vectors respectively, then L1m,y

is defined as:

L1m,y =
|ay · (zm,y − zFY,y)|

TCFY,y (44)

Where the superscript FY denotes the full-year solution.
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This metric can be computed for a full-year GEPM run
on a synthetic time series or a reduced GEPM, denoted
by L1a,y and L1m,y respectively. To compute L1m,y, the re-
duced GEPM models were rerun with capacities fixed to
ensure that m and FY have the same number of decision
variables. Since doing this could make the results sensi-
tive to the amount of load shedding, similarly to [21] it
was assumed that any load shedding was covered by in-
stalling peaking capacity.
Capacity mixes are compared using the normalised capac-
ity mix error NCME of a technology g, GEPM m and test
system y:

NCMEm,y
g =

km,y
g − kFY,y

g

kFY,y
g

(45)

NCMEm,y
g = PEh ·

ecm,y
h − ecFY,y

h

ecFY,y
h

(46)

Note that the above metric is not symmetric: if 1 GW of a
technology is installed in the full-year GEPM, then 1 GW
in the reduced GEPM gives a value of 0; 2 GW a value of
1; and 0 GW a value of -1. If kFY,y

g or ecFY,y
h was 0, then

NCMEm,y
g was either 0 or infinity. Median values, along

with maxima and minima, were reported to avoid these
cases skewing results.

5. Test systems and data

Technology C f ix [AC / kW] Cvar [AC / MWh] AFg jt [-]

Base 82.120 54 0.85
Mid 50.910 90 0.85
Peak 46.400 112 0.85

Onshore Wind 66.960 0 -
Solar 42.270 0 -

C f ix [AC / kWh] Cvar [AC / MWh] PEh [1/h] ηh

Short Term 4.44 0 1 0.9
Medium Term 15.52 5 16 0.75

Long Term 0.176 0 1000 0.3

Table 3: Summary of generation and storage technology parameters.
Short Term, Medium Term and Long Term characteristics are inspired
by battery, pumped hydro and power to gas technologies respectively.

Unless stated otherwise, the following parameters were
used. The length of a time step was set to one hour and a
number of representative periods equivalent to 5, 10, 32,
and 128 days were chosen. 5 and 10 representative days

is typical of large ESOMs while 128 should be enough
days to accurately represent the full-year, with 32 days ly-
ing between the two extremes. For the optimisation based
TSA methods, equal weights were given to both the time
series and duration curve error, i.e. Werr = 0.5. Time se-
ries were equally weighted, i.e. Ws = 1 ∀s ∈ S. A VRES
penetration target of 90% was set, to provide conditions
favourable to long-term storage investment [24]. The cost
of load shedding C shed was set to 10,000 AC /MWh. The
investment problems are greenfield with all technology
capacities as decision variables. The values of important
technical and cost-related parameters can be found in Ta-
ble 3.
[20] notes that the performance of temporal aggregation
techniques can differ significantly from one system to an-
other. To mitigate this, load, solar, and onshore wind time
series for Belgium, Greece, Lithuania, and Portugal (cho-
sen for small size and data availability) for 4 years be-
tween 2015 and 2019 were used to increase the robustness
of the results. These were obtained from the ENTSO-
E transparency platform, with VRES availability factors
calculated by normalising generation by installed capac-
ity [41].
The optimal installed capacities when using the full-year
time series are shown in Figure 9, where capacities have
been scaled such that each test system has a peak demand
of 10 GW. The spread in the results for different weather
years can be contrasted with the capacity mix errors in
Section 6. In 5 test systems Long Term storage was not
invested in while in one test system both Solar and Mid
were not invested in. This has consequences for the inter-
pretation of the NCME metric.
All code and data can be found at https://gitlab.

kuleuven.be/u0128861/rep-days-4-storage.

6. Results

We first compare the TSA methods using synthetic time
series in Section 6.1. We then build on these results in or-
der to compare GEPM formulations in Section 6.2 while
distinguishing between TSA and GEPM errors.

6.1. Comparison of Time Series Aggregation methods
Figure 10 shows the L1a,y error plotted against MTS Ea,y,
which measure the performance of the TSA methods in
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Figure 9: Installed capacities for FY-GEP model. These are grouped by country: Belgium (BE), Greece (GR), Lithuania (LT) and Portugal (PT).
Capacities are scaled such that each test system has a peak demand of 10 GW.

approximating the full-year GEPM solution and the time
series values respectively. The top right portion of Fig-
ure 10 is a scatter plot of all the results, while the bottom
right and top left split the MTS Ea,y and L1a,y results by
number of representative days selected using the median,
maximum and minimum values for each TSA across all
test systems.

It is clear from the top right plot that these metrics are cor-
related, though there is a significant spread in the results,
particularly for a low number of representative days. In
some cases, for example in large scale ESOMs, the time
series error or related metrics are the only indications a
modeler may have on how well their TSA method per-
forms, but Figure 10 clearly illustrates that it is difficult to
determine a priori how well a TSA performs without run-
ning a planning model on the resulting time series. This
is why improving TSA methods is challenging, and it was
the motivation for the importance subsampling based ap-
proach of [21] which is not readily applicable to models
which include long-term storage.

The spread in results in Figure 10 also highlights the im-
portance of testing a TSA on multiple test systems, since
it suggests that relying on only a single test system could
have lead to erroneous conclusions of one method per-
forming better than another. As it happens, the top left
quadrant of Figure 10 suggests TSAs which select days

perform similarly despite the difference in approaches.
Comparing ORDO and ORDO-RR also reveals that the
additional post-processing step RR has little influence on
the results.
It is perhaps surprising to see such a high sensitivity of
GEPM solutions to the temporal scope. This is addressed
in [19], who notes that the optimal solution to linear
GEPMs such as the one used here are sensitive to peak
pricing or scarcity hours, in which the peaking technol-
ogy (here Peak) recuperates its fixed costs. The availabil-
ity of VRES and storage during these hours can have a
large impact on the optimal capacity, hence the variance
observed in Figure 12. An equivalent explanation is that
linear GEPMs can be sensitive to changes in input as dis-
cussed in [21] for example.
Of the TSA methods compared, the HCH and CTPC stand
out in Figure 12. Since these select hours they can per-
form significantly better than TSA methods which select
days. This is particularly true of HCH. This result is in
contrast with [13], since methods which select hours per-
formed worse in their comparison. Our results suggest
that this is due to the GEPM and not the TSA itself (see
Section 6.2)
With regards to the CTPC formulation, Figure 12 shows
that this method performs poorly for 5 and 10 represen-
tative days, but it improves drastically as the number of
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Figure 10: L1m,y error obtained from running a full-year GEPM on synthetic time series versus the mean time series error MTS Ea,y of TSA
methods. The dots shown are median values with error bars indicating maximum and minimum values. The trend suggests that time series error is
only partially correlated with GEPM error, illustrating the difficulty in improving TSA methods based solely on the original time series.

days increases. This is unsurprising since for 5 equivalent
days, e.g., the whole year would be represented by 120
continuous time steps which leads to significant temporal
smoothing of VRES availability. Previous literature has
shown that this leads to underestimating the difficulty of
VRES integration [20].

Figure 11 shows the technology capacity mix errors for

32 representative days with and without the possibility of
storage investment. Dots represent median values with
error bars denoting the minimum and maximum capacity
mix error observed across the 16 test systems. Though
the extreme minimum and maximum errors may be due to
the choice of error metric, it can be seen from this figure
that allowing storage investment leads to greater capacity
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Figure 11: Capacity mix errors for 32 equivalent number of representative days for different TSA methods. Dots shown are median values with
error bars indicating maximum and minimum values. Solid black error bars indicate results across all TSA methods for when storage investment
was not allowed. It can be seen that when storage is included, deviations by a factor of 2 or more from the benchmark capacities are possible in the
case of Mid, Peak, Short and Long Term storage.

mix errors for conventional technologies while partially
reducing it for VRES.
In addition Figure 11 further highlights the sensitivity
of GEPMs to the temporal scope. While median values
across test systems are generally close to 0, particularly
for Base, Onshore Wind, Solar and Medium Term, for in-
dividual test systems these can be off by factors of 2 or
more.
Some of the TSAs also exhibit biases. In agreement with
[28], the CTPC formulation favours Long Term storage
over Short Term storage. This is because the method re-
tains long and mid-term dynamics of time series but not
the hour to hour variations, hence the synthetic time se-
ries doesn’t signal the need for energy-constrained storage
which arbitrages over a day.
For TSAs methods which select days, it could be argued
that a bias exists against Long Term storage. While the
median values of NCMEa,y

g shown here are close to 0,
this includes cases in which Long Term storage was not
invested in. If these are omitted, the median values all lie

below -0.5, i.e. underinvestment by a factor of 2.

6.2. Comparison of GEPM formulations

Similarly to Figure 10, Figure 12 shows the TSA error
plotted against the combined TSA and GEPM error. The
TSA error is obtained by computing the L1 error for a
full-year GEPM run on a synthetic time series. The com-
bined error is obtained by running a reduced GEPM on the
representative periods selected and ordered by the corre-
sponding TSA method (see bold entries in Table 2). As
in Figure 10, there is a correlation between the two errors
but also a significant spread. It might be expected that this
spread would be limited to above the 45-degree line, i.e.
that TSA and GEPM errors would compound each other,
and this is mostly the case.

Similarly to Figure 11, Figure 13 shows the storage tech-
nology capacity mix errors for 32 and 128 representative
days. Focusing first on the results for 32 days, it is un-
surprising that URD does not invest in Long Term storage
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Figure 12: TSA method vs GEPM L1 norm error. For the latter, GEPM models were rerun with additional peak capacity to cover any load shedding
events. Dots shown are median values with error bars indicating maximum and minimum values. It appears that the reduced GEPM formulations
exacerbate errors in approximating the full-year GEPM solution, since most data points lie above the dashed 45 degree line.

and overinvests in Short Term storage, since it cannot ar-
bitrage between representative periods which makes Long
Term storage unattractive. This is also the case for the
LRD model, perhaps because the few constraints on inter-
period arbitrage lead to Short Term and Medium Term
storage filling the role of Long Term storage.

ERD overinvests in both Short Term and Long Term stor-

age and with a high variance on these results. This is par-
ticularly true when its corresponding TSA, ORDO, is used
as a reference.

The CTPC-GEP formulation exhibits the same biases as
in Section 6.1 since there is no distinction between TSA
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Figure 13: Storage capacity mix errors for 32 and 128 equivalent number of representative days for different GEPM formulations. Dots shown are
median values with error bars indicating maximum and minimum values. Though only storage technologies are shown here, all technologies could
be invested in.Clearly significant over or underinvestment in storage is possible for 32 days irrespective of the models used.

and GEPM induced error11. Interestingly ERH performs
worse than it’s corresponding TSA, HCH, in addition to
being slower to solve than even than the full-year model
in some cases (see Figure 14).It is thus unable to lever-
age the better performance of the HCH TSA method in
comparison to the methods which select days.

Turning to the results for 128 days in Figure 13, it seems
that for more sophisticated GEPMs such as ERD and
CTPC the technology capacities converge to the correct
solutions12. It is therefore possible to obtain accurate
technology capacities for GEPMs with a reduced tempo-
ral scope but a high level of temporal detail is still re-
quired, in this case around a third of the full year. Figure
13 shows that even for such a large amount of days, indi-

11The alert reader will have noticed that this is not entirely true, since
the CTPC-GEP results do not lie on the 45 degree line in Figure 12. This
is because L1m,y was obtained by running an operational model on the
capacity mixes resulting from each GEPM.

12LRD should also theoretically converge to the full-year solution as
the number of periods increases.

vidual results could however still be incorrect.

For both 32 and 128 days, the median NCMEm,y
g values

for Medium Term storage are generally closer to 0 than
for those of Short Term and Long Term storage. This sug-
gests that storage technologies which have a more bal-
anced power to energy ratio (compared to the extremes of
Short Term and Long Term storage) may be less sensitive
to the GEPM formulation.

Figure 14 shows the mean optimisation times for the var-
ious GEPM formulations. All formulations save ERH re-
duce this time by a factor of 10-1000 with respect to the
full-year depending on the number of days. It seems that
using a period length of an hour for the ERH formulation
is counterproductive in terms of computational efficiency
rendering it largely useless, though the results of [25] in-
dicate that the computational time would likely be similar
to ERD if days instead of hours were used.
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Figure 14: Mean optimisation times for GEPM formulations recorded
on a single core of a Intel Xeon Gold 6140 CPU at 2.30GHz. All GEPM
formulations lead to a reduction in optimisation time save for ERH.

7. Discussion

7.1. Limitations of the study

There are several limitations to the present study which
means the findings may not be universally applicable. The
first is the sensitivity of the GEPM models used. Due
to their linear nature and few constraints, these are par-
ticularly sensitive to any changes in input parameters13.
As noted by [19], this sensitivity comes from scarcity
time step(s), i.e. time steps where a unit of extra de-
mand requires investment in a unit of capacity. Since
VRES have a time-dependent availability factor, the high
VRES penetration target adds to this sensitivity because
scarcity hours are highly uncoupled from the load. For
a lower penetration target and more constrained model,
e.g., brownfield with limits on total installed capacity, the
variance of the results could be less pronounced.

The second and related issue is that in this work the driver
for installing Long Term storage is to minimise electric-
ity system costs. This may not be the case in practice,
since other drivers could exist, for example the coupling
of energy sectors such as heating or industry could instead
drive investments in power to gas.

13This is well known and has motivated the use of Methods to Gener-
ate Alternatives, as used by, e.g., [42].

7.2. Recommendations to modelers

In light of these results, what is an ESOM14 modeler to
do? Ideally, the entire year’s worth of time series should
be used, given the possibility of introducing errors or bi-
ases in resulting capacity mixes. Previous research e.g
from [17, 18] suggests that this should take precedent
over other modeling details such as technical constraints
on thermal generators. If that is not possible, then both
CTPC-GEP and ERD are viable ways of reducing the
temporal scope of a GEPM while preserving the value of
long-term storage15. If long-term storage is not included,
then URD is adequate, as has been shown elsewhere [26].

Two questions remain, namely how many representative
periods to include and which method to choose. For the
former, the simple answer is “as much as is computation-
ally tractable (given that, e.g., multiple scenarios are to be
investigated)”. As we have shown, omitting temporal de-
tail while still accurately valuing generation and storage
technologies is a non-trivial task for high VRES scenar-
ios, and so including temporal detail should be a priority.

The level of temporal detail also affects the choice of
CTPC-GEP or ERD, with the former being particularly
unsuitable for a low number of representative time steps.
It is however simpler to implement in comparison to ERD,
particularly for models which can handle variable dura-
tion time series. The focus of the study could also inform
this decision - if it is solely on longer-term storage tech-
nologies then CTPC-GEP might be preferred.

There are cases where it may not be feasible to include
enough temporal detail to make these GEPM formula-
tions viable. This is particularly true of ESOMs with a
large sectoral scope, and so from henceforth, we will re-
fer specifically to these and not GEPMs. These are often
used for energy transition studies, where it is particularly
important to avoid errors or biases in installed capacities.
Four possible solutions are identified: improving existing
TSA methods and GEPM formulations to avoid errors;
identifying and characterising errors and biases in a ca-
pacity mix, possibly to correct these; omitting TSA and

14Recall that the term ESOMs is used here to denote both ESOMs and
GEPMs unless noted otherwise.

15It is probable that ERH is also viable if run using representative days
given the results observed in [25].
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using decomposition methods to solve the full model; fi-
nally using multiple models to capture the effects of in-
cluding a high level of temporal detail. A non-exhaustive
discussion of these is presented below.
With regards to improving existing TSA methods and
GEPM formulations, from our experience in attempting
this, it appears that any new method still requires a signif-
icant amount of temporal detail to be accurate. In other
words, slight alterations to any of the formulations pre-
sented here are unlikely to prove fruitful, since there will
still be errors intrinsic to the reduction of the temporal
scope which a storage formulation would have to over-
come. This is even more evident when considering the
many demand and weather years which should ideally be
considered in planning exercises [32, 20, 21].
Regarding the identification and characterisation of ca-
pacity mix errors, perhaps the simplest approach is to run
an operational model on a power system determined by an
ESOM, sometimes referred to as “soft linking” (see e.g.
[43, 44]). While good practice, this will merely identify
whether the power system is able to achieve its reliability
or environmental targets while providing little informa-
tion on biases in the capacity mix. Even if these targets
are met, it is not straightforward to determine whether an-
other power system configuration would also have done
so but at a lower cost.
Another alternative would be to use Monte Carlo error
analysis, in which an ESOM is rerun multiple times with
different samples of uncertain parameters (see, e.g., [45]).
A modified version of this approach is presented by [37]
for the specific case where the uncertain parameters are
the representative periods chosen, which could be modi-
fied also to include the ordering of said periods. Of the
GEPM formulations presented here, only ERD appears to
be a viable candidate for this, since the other formulations
have consistent biases for or against long-term storage in-
vestment. This has not been done before however, and so
should be the subject of future research.
If one accepts the need for a high level of temporal de-
tail, then decomposition methods could provide a solu-
tion. In particular, parallelising such methods could al-
low for more temporal detail to be included while keeping
computation times acceptably low. Examples of this can
be found in [46, 47, 48, 49].
The last possibility discussed is adopting a multi-model

approach, which can be done in various ways. The pre-
viously mentioned soft linking of an operational model
to an ESOM could be satisfactory if the shortcomings
of the ESOM (such as long-term storage modeling) are
taken into account. An example of this is [32], where an
ESOM is used to reduce the number of investment deci-
sions in a subsequent GEPM to just peaking units, stor-
age and transmission, thereby allowing for 10 demand
and weather years to be included. Other examples include
[50, 51]. The capacity mixes evaluated by the operational
model need not even come from an ESOM - they could
be (judiciously) set by the user for example, which is the
approach taken by the EnergyPLAN model [52].

8. Conclusion

Reducing the temporal scope of Energy System Optimi-
sation Models (ESOMs) is commonly used to reduce the
computation time of such models, yet incorporating mid
and long-term storage technologies in this context is dif-
ficult due to the loss of chronology and inter-temporal
constraints. In this paper we compared novel Time Se-
ries Aggregation (TSA) methods and Generation Expan-
sion Planning Model (GEPM) formulations which allow
for long-term storage for the first time in an investment
setting, distinguishing between errors that arose from the
TSA method or the GEPM formulation using the novel
concept of synthetic time series. We compared TSA
methods by varying the equivalent number of representa-
tive days and then running a full-year GEPM on the afore-
mentioned synthetic time series. The results were com-
pared in terms of time series, L1 and capacity mix error
(see Section 4.3) for 16 test systems (see Figure 1). The
GEPM formulations were run with the selected and or-
dered representative periods and then similarly compared
in terms of L1 and capacity mix error. The primary results
of this study are:

• TSA methods which selected days all performed
similarly in terms of L1a,y despite differing per-
formance in approximating the full-year time se-
ries. This highlights the difficulty of improving
TSA methods, since approximating the time series is
merely correlated with approximating the full-year
GEPM solution.
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• Methods which selected hours instead of days were
however appreciably different - HCH consistently
outperformed other methods in terms of L1a,y while
CTPC did so but only for 128 days. For 32 represen-
tative days, CTPC exhibited a bias against short-term
storage and towards long-term storage.

• Regarding GEPM formulations, URD and LRD were
found to underinvest in long-term storage.

• ERH was unable to leverage the better performance
of its corresponding TSA method, HCH, since it was
slower to solve than the full-year model for more
than 10 representative days. .

• The CTPC-GEP and ERD models converged to the
correct capacities for a 128 representative days while
reducing computation time. For 32 days, potential
errors and biases, such as ERD consistently overin-
vesting in short and long-term storage, could prove
problematic when drawing conclusions on the re-
sults.

The present study has two primary limitations. The first
is that only one type of GEPM was used for comparison,
which, due to the linear formulation of the model, may be
particularly sensitive to changes in input data. The second
is that the driver for installing long-term storage in our
case studies was reducing power system costs, whereas
in practice other factors, such as sector integration, may
be the primary incentive for such technologies. Taken to-
gether, these limitations mean that the results listed above
may be case-specific and that in practice fewer represen-
tative days may be sufficient to capture the value of long-
term storage.

Given our results, we recommend that modelers take care
when reducing the temporal scope of a ESOM to avoid
potential errors and biases. As for possible solutions and
avenues of future research, we suggest either improving
the state of the art in TSA methods and ESOM formula-
tions, identifying such errors and biases ex-post, using de-
composition methods to reduce computation times while
avoiding aggregation or using multiple models to capture
the effects of including a high level of temporal detail.
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